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This historical analysis seeks to inform current
debate in child welfare practice t.hrough analysis of t,he
development of ch1ld protection work in the United States
durlng the Progressive Era. Analysis of case records and
social work debate suggests a shift occurred in the
intervenLion strategy used by social workers in their
approach to chi Id protect. ive work . Social- workers shi f ted
from a social control model- to a casework intervention
strategy in protective work. Case records from the
Children's ProtecLive Society of Hennepin County in the
1920s depict a combination of both intervention strategies
being utilized simultaneously.
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1I nt roduc t i on
The field of child wel-fare has experienced major shlfts
thi s cent.ury in i t s approach to intervent. ion in the l ives of
children and families in which neglecL or abuse is present.
fnterventions that were believed to address problems in
chi ld wel- f are have been put lnto pract i ce and then
abandoned, only to be attempted again. Simil-ar to a
pendulum swinging from one extreme to the other, child
wel,fare practitioners have taken opposing positions related
to intervention in abuse and neglect cases. Two questions
appeared Lo me thru the research mater j-al s that inc luded
case records from the Children's Protective Society of
Hennepin County and professional- social work proceedings: a)
who should be responsible for doing the work in the child
welfare community: pubIlc or private agencies: b) what was
the intervent ion model or rol-e of the social worker in
families where ahuse or neglect had been suspected: a
preventative case management model or a social control,
pol j-ce 
- l ike strategy?
In order to understand the development. of the different
chil-d welfare practice that have precededapproache s
the current
and to
accepted practice, I use historic events to
2inform the current practices in child wel-fare. This
historical analysis examines the Minneapolis Children's
Protect ive Soclety (tqCpS ) response to the prevent ion and
protection of abused and neglected chil-dren in t.he 192 0s .
Content analysis of case records was conducted in order to
answer the guestions: a) who were the clients of the MCPS?,
b) how did f amilies f ind t.hemselves involved with the MCPS?,
c) what problems did the clients present?, and d) how did
the MCPS intervene? Findings are then compared to the
professional- knor,vledge base of social work in the first two
decades of the twentieth century, and impl i cat j-ons f or
suggested.
not repeat it.self precisely,
contemporary practice are
Though history does
problems, cont.roversies about solutions, and certain themes
do (Cook , L9 95 ) . This sentiment captures the val-ue of
utiLtzing a historical methodology to expose the experiences
of early social workers as they [ried to make sense of the
experiences of families Iiving with abuse
The rel-evance of using a historical
work practice in the first two decades of
century
further
and neglect.
analysis of social
t,he twentieth
t.o inform current problems in child welfare j-s
supported by what some recent observers have noted
as simil-arities between the sociaf problems in early
problems of contemporarytwent.ieth century and the current
3urban America (Cook , L9 95 ) . Speci f ical ly r a simil-ar level
of economic distress in famil-1es is exemplified today by
escalating numbers of l-ow income and homeless families and
chil-dren, drug affected chil-dren, and HIV affected families
(Hartman, 1990) .
There is a direct correlation beLween the effects of
st.rained economj-c condit. ions upon f ami l- ies and an increase
in the rates of child abuse and neglect (Hartman, 1990) .
Historically, what follows has been increasing numbers of
children involved in the child welfare system and subsequent
placement in out-of-home care ( Herrick, 1995)
My personal interesL in historical analysis stems from
my desire to incorporate the fessons and wisdom offered by
pioneer social workers, whom I consider to be my mentors .
As I look forward to addressing issues affectlng children
and f amilies through a career 1n child wel-fare, I am most
thoroughly informed when I look backwards t.o gain historical
analysis stems from my desire to incorporate the lessons and
an understanding of the experiences of other social workers
who have struggled with similar issues.
4Lrterature Review
The Iiterature examining the history of ch1ld welfare
in Ehe United States begins in the early 1970s. Historical-
child welfare Iiterature centers on society's response to
the needs of famifies and children as the United States
confronted serious societal issues caused in-part by
industriali za?ion. This literature review wiIl give
attentj-on to both kinds of writings related to ch1ld
wel fare, beginning with Bremner' s work in the 1 97 0 s .
Trattner (1994 ) comments that early t.wentieth century
ref ormers , al so ref erred to as 'tchi Id save ts" , bel ieved
that children and society in general could be improved if
only chil-dren could be saved from poverty. A new val-ue
placed upon chil-dren coincided with the child saving
movement . Child savers were encouraged by the belief that
if society cured the poverty, a taming of society's iIIs
woul-d soon f o1Iow.
One of the outcomes of the movement led by child
savers during the progressive era was a new awareness of
the importance of the environment for children and efforts
to change their environment . For example, the early century
5kindergarten movement which advocated the removal- of
children for the neqative influence of home environments
and place them, if only temporarily in better, educational
surroundings. Reformers cont.inued a broad child welfare
movement. t,hat encompassed the United States from the mid-
nj-neteenth century through the early twentieth century.
This literature review will begin with a brief
descript ion of sources on the history of child we1f are.
The literature is divided into f ive secti-ons: section one
presents child welfare liLerature, section two and three
present contrasting approaches to child protective work
that developed in the early 1900s: the preventative
approach (section two), and the soclal control model
(section three) , discussion and literature from a national-
perspective is presented in each of these sections, section
four presents discussion of the relationship between public
and privat,e agencies, section f ive discusses literature
that describes the environment in the child welfare
movement in the Minnesota.
The published proceedlngs
Socia1 Work is a source of
of The National Conference
the l-evel ofof insighL into
chi l-dren whi chprofessional- knowl-edge about existed among
social- workers and was presented in a national,
professional forum. From a survey of the Proceedings from
61919 through L929 / several topic areas rel-ated to Ehe
practice of child wel-f are. First, practice strategi-es in
child protective services were discussed throughout the
period, highlighting a legalistic approach. Second, the
relationship between public and private agencies j-nvolved
in providing child welfare services was discussed with an
emphasis on boundary cl-arification between public and
prlvate agencr-es.
Conference proceedings from the National Conference
of Social- Work and the Minnesota State Conference of Social
Workers from L920-1930 are utilized in this literature
review to lnform this research on the perspectives of
social workers on a nat.ional- and state level-s. A
comprehensive search of the proceedings was conducted.
Resu1ts of this search serve as primary and secondary data
sources. Proceedings were obtained at the Social Welfare
History Archives at the University of Minnesota. For
further detail related Lo these data, refer to Methodology
chapter.
Ma-i or Works Related to ChrId Wel-fare
In Robert Bremner' s classic text, Chil-dren and Youth
in America, he meticulously presents primary historical
documents abouL Lhe the experience of children and youth in
7America from 1866 through 1932. Bremner's work is divided
into eight parts which include: a) the social and cultural
background, b) the 1ega1 status of children and protection
against cruelty and immorality, c) care of dependent
children, d) juvenj-l-e delj-nquency, e) child labor, f)
administration of child welfare services, g) child heal-th,
and h) education. The majority of contemporary research
related to child welfare in the United States utilizes
Bremner' s work.
Home r Fo l- ks ' s book , The Care of Destitute,
Neql-ected and Delinsuent Chil-dren (1902), as wel-l- dS,
Charles Loring Brace' s f amous book, The Dangerous Cl-asses
of New York- and Twenty Years' Work Among Them (L872) , are
classic pieces because they offer analysis from the
perspective a contemporary writer working in the period
that was being analyzed.
Two important histories of social we1fare in the
United Stat.es that include comprehensive information
relat.ed to children are : WaIter Trattner (197 9) , From Poor
Law to Welfare State: A Hl story of Social Wel- f are in
Ameri ca and Michael KaLz (1987) , Tn the Shadow of the
Poorhouse. These are important because they offer the full
history of social welfare in the llnited States which sets
the context in which child welfare developed.
UMuch of what is written about child welfare is
discussed as family ]-SSUeS Or fami Iy pol icy . The
perspect ive offered in the following texts is critical
because it brings out the f amilial issues of vi-olence,
which af f ects all- family members. Additionally, other
text s anal-yze very s imi l- ar case records to those used in
this research from the same time period. One historical
text which stands out in this area is Beverly Stadum's
(Le e2) Por:r Women and l-hei r Fami ies: Hard Workino Charitv
Cases 1900-1930. Stadum (1992) uncovers the effect economic
conditions had upon t,he role of mothers and children in
poor families . Additionally, Linda Gordon ( 1988 ) discusses
t.he issues of vj-olence in f am11y who lived in poverty.
Both of these researchers utilized case records from
private family social work agencies in the United States in
the early 1900s.
t n
Within the f ield of child we1f are in the early 1900s,
at least two contrasting approaches were utilized by the
social work profession to address problems of ahuse and
neglect of children. One of the approaches utllized in
child protection was a social control model. This modafity
util-ized **pol-j-ce" strategies to intervene in cases of abuse
9and neg1ect. The other approach was a preventative
approach in which casework strategies were used in cases of
abuse and neglect. These t,wo divergent approaches Lo
interventj-on in families were abuse and neglect was
suspected co-existed throughout the early 1900s and
continue to be present in contemporary child protection
work.
The use of preventative approaches in the field of
child protection received major support. on a national level
from the Whlte House Conference of 1909. C. C. Carstens
played a ma j or rol-e in introducing the preventat ive
approach in Minnesota as a result of a evaluation he
perf ormed in hi s rol- e as f ounder of the Chi Id We I f are
League of Amer j- ca .
In the first, decade of the twentieth century, public
atLention to child wel- f are issues was spreading throughout,
the United States. Child wel-fare advocates led the crusade
f or f urLher developments in bet tering the l- ives of children
in the Unlted States, this movement was known as the
progressive child welfare movement. These reformers,
focusing on family centered progressive reform efforts,
assist,ed in generating discussion on child welfare issues
and were responsibl-e for the White House Conference of
1909. Conferees of the White House Conference of f909
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continued on the momentum generated from the conference and
advocated for j-mprovements in policies affecting the Iives
of chiJdren. National public agencies such as the Federal
Chil-dren's Bureau and pri-vate agencies including The Child
Welfare League of Amerj-ca and the Humane Societies took a
role in the movement to improve services to children in Ehe
IJnited States by lobbying for specific laws related to
child welfare and generating discussj-ons on professiona]
social welfare l-evels to improve practice knowl-edge.
The White House Confgrence of 1909
Recommendations that came out of The White House
Conf erence of 19 0 9 inf 1uenced the growth of a movement
whose goal was to coordinate and revi se chi Id wel- f are
Iegislation throughout the
conference was
social agencies
chil-d welf are.
re spons ib I e
and other
United States (Ma, 1949) . The
for integrating Lhe thinking of
interested groups involved in
A progressive movement formed with the
mission of advocating standards for the care of dependent
children. The movement awakened a social consciousness for
better protect ion of dependent chil-dren throughout the
country. Important recommendations of the White House
Conference centered on several points in the child welfare
11
field: a) home care, b) preventive work, c) home finding,
d) cottage system for institutions, e) incorporation of
child care agencies , f) state inspection of child care
agencies, g) inspection of educational- work, h) facts and
record, i ) physical- care, j ) co-operation of local child
caring agencies, k) repeal of undesirabl-e legislat j-on
against. the transfer of dependent children between states,
and 1) a public organization for child welfare (Ma, 1,949) .
It declared that families not institutions are best at
rai s ing chi ldren . But t.hi s was an ideal never f u11y
suggested in the United States policies and funding, and
today the trend is again against supporting families.
The Childr n's Bureau
The Chi l-dren' s Bureau, anot.her proposal- f rom the Whl te
House Conference was established in L9L2 and was
commi-ssioned to investigate and report on all matters
pertaining to the welfare of chil-dren, such as: a) infant
mortality, h) birt,h rates, c)orphanages, d) juvenile courts,
e) desertion and f) dangerous occupations, (SociaI Work
Year Book, 1933 )
Child Wel-fare League of America
The Child Welfare League of America was established in
L920 with the purpose of improving the organized services
for physically, mentaI1y, and socially handicapped children
.R'- ., r t.,.,.,...,-.. tt.,.,.,"r,.r.r,,: i,:::. l::.]if*o;. jl ,,'l.,.ijr';-i tr:,",,-,i,, :.-,i-i.i,r 
,:.
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in the United States through by consultation, studles of
community programs. As of 1933 the Child Welfare League
had 741 constituent organi zaLions that were part of this
national organizaLion. Progressive child protecLion
services was a primary focus of the Child Welfare League
and f ocused on i-mproving the
in the lJnited States.
quality soclal work being done
The Development !f a Preventative Practice Strateqy
During the beginning of the 1900s, the scope and
approach of anti-cruelty and humane societ,ies began to
shift from the law-enforcement aims and police methods to
developing a casework approach with families which
emphasized reform and rehabilitation, permitting
maj-ntenance of the child in their home (Bremner,1971) .
This shift in the society's approach to child protection
can be observed in the following quotation. In 1906, at
the annuaf meetlng of the Massachusetts Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Children (MSPCC) , president
Grafton Cushing stated that the society's long-standing
policy was child rescue, "there is no attempt to discover
the cause of the conditions which make action by the
Isociety] necessar,y," he acknowledged, " and therefore no
endeavor to prevent a recurrence of these conditions. fn
other words, there is no 'social' work done. ft is all
13
1ega1 or pol ice work. " (MSPCC, 1 90 3 ) In his address ,
Cushings slgnaled a change from a social control, police-
like approach to interventions in cases of ahuse and
negl ecL to oire where , "prosecut ion would st i 11 he
necessary... hut with it must come a care for Ehe social side
of the work" (MSPCC , L903 ) .
The 'social side of the work' that Cushing was
referring to was the method of social casework, which Mary
Ri chmond began in t,he early twent leth cent.ury . She
codif ied its el-ement s t.hrough work at the Russel-l- Sage
Foundation and New York School- of Social Work. C. C.
Carstens, a proL6g6 of Richmond advocated for casework in
the f ield of child protection. Bremner (1971) not.es t.hat
charity organizaLion societies in Philadelphia, Newark,
CIeveland, Detroit, and Minneapolis adopLed the casework
approach as they became family welfare agencies. The
MSPCC believed the environment had an impact upon families
and lndlviduals, and in turn looked to preventative
solution to problems in
(MSPCC, 19oG) spoke at
famil-ies (Costin, L992) . Carstens
the annual meetlng of the Society
about the shifL in the agency's focus to preventative
measures, \\ children wiII still need to be rescued f rom
degrading surroundings for many years to come, but the
14
society recognizes more definitely that it is a
prevent, at ive agency" (p . 2L)
The Develo'oment of Social Control Practice Strateqy
The hi story of the organi zed e f f ort to prot.ect
chil-dren developed as an out.growth of the effort to protect
animals from cruelty. By 1900 the number of anti-cruelty
societies devoted exclusively to child protection or
j oint Iy to animal- and chi ld protect ive work numbered 2 5 0 .
These societies were concerned not only with protection of
also with protection
as exploitation,
children against physical abuse but
suchagainst other forms of cruelty
exposure, and neglect (Bremner, 1971) . The societles were
private organi zaLions funded through charitable means .
These early societies protected chil-dren in abusive
circumstances by util-lzing the model used in animal
protecti-on work, taking the animal out of the abus j-ve
situation and prosecuting offenders. This model came to be
known in child protective work as a social control model-.
In contrast to the progressive MSPCC, the New York
SocieLy for the Prevent.ion of Cruelty to Chil-dren (trlySPCC) ,
Ied by El-dridge Gerry, relied primarily on a coercive form
of child protective work from which the MSPCC was
aLtempting t,o move away (Costin, 1-992). The NYSPCC's
15
coercive strain of cruelty prevention, known as the Gerry
model, advocated a middle-cl-ass lif estyle as the model f or
all people, including immigrants . Furthermore, Gerry
viewed those in poverty as being poor due to their poor
character. The Gerry model- supported coercive means of
interventlon in ahuse and neglect cases (Bremner, 1971) .
Bremner (1971) cites New York Society's first annual report
in 19 02 in which the discussion cent.ered around the problem
that none of the institutions or societies aimed at caring
f or chi l-dren had a mandate to seek out and to rescue
children whose l-ives were rendered miserable by constant
ahuse and cruelty.
nobody's domain to
The laws were amp1e. However, it was
enforce the laws. Subsequentty, the new
societies addressed themsel-ves to carrying out this new
task.
Through the societ i-es relat ionship to the court , they
were given police-like powers which they used in their
child protective work. The agents of the private societies
obLained this unusual- power as a result of the societies
heing allowed to place agents in the juvenile court.
Agents were then allowed to investlgate cases. The cruelty
that involvedsociety hecame the gatekeeper regardirrg cases
chil-dren. The private societies had a unlque relationship
1_5
wit.h publ ic courts that grant.ed them with pol j-ce - I ike power
Ryerson (1978) .
Workum (L922) , executive Secretary of Lhe Ohio Humane
Society, Fresented at the National Conference of Social
Work on the re l- at. ionship between the j uveni le courL and Lhe
chi1d-caring agencies. Workum (L922) describes the
prohlems inherent in the working relationship between
public and private agencies: "... work of the public and
private agency is frequently so closely merged that it is
difficult to clearly indicate the lines of demarcation
which separate them." (p.141). This quotation hint.s at how
private agencies worked closely with courts, and the
political- power that this relat ionship brought to private
agencies.
Carstens (L927) discussed the 1egal approach used by
the chil-dren's protective societies during this period. It
entailed the prosecution of guardians of chil-dren that
abused or neglected their children and the subsequent
removal- of those children from the home into institutions.
This modeL of practice that operated in 7927 and remained a
pract.ice model throughout the 192 0s in direct contradiction
to the White House Conference of 1909 proves that the
preventative and punitive models were contemporaneous.
Carstens (\927) emphaslzed the work of protecLive agencies
1-7
which from the beginning of their merger with humane
societies relied upon legalistic interventj-ons in
protective work. Carstens (7927) states that , " this
protective work laid great emphasis on obtaining effective
legislation and upon law enforcement generally by their
being an arm of the police or by their police methods"
(p.1ZBj . In another conference presentation by Carstens
(1-924), he explains how child protective work was affected
hy the humane societ.ies approach to the protection of
animals. The humane society's legalistic approach to child
protective work incorporated the following goals of
intervention: a) punishment of the offender was the
principle aim, and b) removal of animal or child from
abusive circumstance to a safe environment. From this
comparison of child protective work wiLh the anima1
protect j-on done hy the humane society, dr understanding of
how the lega1ist.ic, police-like approach of child
prot,ecLive societies developed. Vrlhat Carstens (tlZl1
describes as pol ice att itudes and style of pract.ice within
social work was true in many children's protective agencies
throughout. the nation. Carstens (1-924) warns that although
the interests of the humane societies and formal child
protect ive work were al ike in some ways , their rol-es and
approaches were out.dated and their similarities were
1B
unfortunate if new programs were to be built upon this old
model of practice.
Summarv
Carsten's article "Methods of OrganizaLion and
Inter-Relations in the Child Caring Field" (1929) outlines
the results of his study of numerous protective societies
around the United States, including the Minneapolis
Chil-dren' s Protective Society. Three conclus j-ons were
reached regarding children's protective work: a) abuse
and neglect was widespread - of al l- chi ld wel f are services ,
child protective work is least organized, with littl-e
special knowledge or skil-l-, b) close cooperation between
agencies is critical because referrals from other agencies
are made to protective societies, c) and final1y, Carstens
(7929) comments on the tendency of private child protective
societies to, \t become rather unbal-anced, uncooperative and
somet j-mes legalistic, and so interf ere with the development
of the court and publ ic service..." (p . 12 0 ) .
The Relationship Between Public and Private Aqencies
During this same period, a new practice strategy
developed in chi1d protection, the preventive casework
approach.
19
Anderson (1989) discusses the work of Carstens
who was the first executive from the private sector to call
for public child welfare. Carstens t a prot6g6 of Mary
Richmond, was at one time the executive director of the
Massachusetts Society for the Preventlon of Cruelty to
Children. Speaking at the National Conference of Charities
and Correction Carstens stated, there is no task whicht\
the community IN its puhlic capacity may not undertake and
under certain circumstances should not undertake for the
welfare of chil-dren" (1915,p.92). He called for
cooperation among private and public agencies involved in
child welfare work. Anderson ( 198 9 ) further points out
that Carstens and other execut ives attempt.ed and were
successful at instituting cooperative services among child-
helping agencies which were fashioned after those
est.ahlished in the charity organizations.
Grace Abbott, head of the Children's Bureau in
Washington addressed the general session of the National
Conference of Soclal Work in L924. The title of her
presentatlon was the 'tPublic ProLection for Children".
Abbott (1924) advocated for a public role in the protection
of children, known as t'further central lzaLion", and
bel ieved that, " public provision is f undamental- in a
ch1ld-welf are program" (p. 5 ) . AbbotL (tgZ+) called
20
attent.ion to the ef f ect that public's action or inaction
had upon protect,ive efforts of private organizaLions. She
stated that the publ ic' g role af f ects prof oundly t.he
possihility of successful protection through individual or
privaLely organi zed efforts" (tgZ4 , p . 5 )
The debate of the merits of a puhl ic rol-e in child
wel-f are was emerging within the social prof ession. Although
social workers in general were responsible for the
extension of state activity in social welf are, not all-
agreed wlth the extension of state responsibility in this
area. Both aspects of this issue can be understood through
the following quotation from Abbott (L924) describing those
who supported a public role in all social work and reasons
behind their support,
*'Many of these people bel j-eve there is a real social
gain in the recognition of a public obligation even
though the scope of the work is not enlarged when it
passes under public control-, and the technique
temporarily or even permanently is not so good as
under private auspices. There are still others who
have recognized in the quest,ion as to the claims of
the public versus private agency no theoretical
limitations on action; they ask only as to expediency"(p,s) 
.
The virtue of a public role in the wel-fare of children
continued to be debated throughout the decade of the 1920s.
Barrow (1925) continued the conversation of the
houndaries and roles of puhlic versus private agencies at
21-
the Conf erence one year l-ater . Barrow bel- ieved that
private agencies' role was that of "...the trail bla zer using
its resources as a lahoratory in which experimenLs may be
tried out to fail-ure or success" ( tgZS, p.133) . If
success was found by the prlvate agencies, Barrow (1925)
recommended that the resul-ts of the experiment be \\ turned
over to the public agency to be assumed as part of its job,
the burden of experimentation, however, not havinq heen an
addit.ional tax of public funds" (p. 133 ) . In a presentation
that followed, Handley (fgZS) outlined the role of the
puhlic agency,
t' the publ ic agency can only render that service and
do those acts more or less designated by the
l egi s l at ure , so the publ i c agency shoul- d seek
constantly to interpret itself through the private
agency, whose scope of work in untied fie1ds is more
elastic. A real spirit of cooperatlon is constantly
being brought about between the public and private
agencies where the scope of work is clearly defined
and understanding and fairmindedness are paramount"(p.140) 
.
In the proceedings from 1927, Carstens (7927)
discusses a general t,rend in children's protective
societ ies who were moving in L,wo direction . Protect ive
Societies were either broadening their protective programs
and creating new protective societles or the protecLive
work was being referred to other agencies such as juvenile
courts and chil-dren's aid societies. Carstens (L927) notes
22
the likelihood of both trends occurring in the same
community.
Discussion of who is responsible for protective work,
public agencies such as juveniIe courts or private
agencies r was considered at the National Conference of
Social Work. Additionally, Carstens tL927) pointed out the
preventative funct.ion that a private agency role could
offer the overburdened court. ,-Juvenile courts were being
turned to more for the protective work in the later half of
the 1920s. However as Carstens (7921) points out, '*... much
protective work is to be done at the stage where it either
will not come to the attention of the court or the court is
not the logical- agency to render the servi ce" (p. 12 B ) , In
cases where court services are not needed, non-court
agencies such as public board of children's guardians and
county boards of child wel-fare were the logical places to
attach the protective services to.
The Minnesota Service Delivery Scene
As in the rest of the United Stat.es, children,s
services in Minnesota comprised a system of public and
private agencies
the development
from 1911-1930. In this secLi-on I discuss
of public agencies addressing the needs of
children in Minnesota. Private agencies were used to
supplement the puhlic services, others were established
z3
prior Lo t,he development of public agencies, but eventually
operaLed under public agencies' oversight.
The Development of Publ- ic Aqencies
Following the White House Conference of 1909 there was
a call for further undersLanding and act,ion in the field of
child welfare. This reform movement, aimed at coordinating
and revising
count ry with
that rel-ated
l-aws. The ref orm movement was responsible
child welfare legislation swept across the
the goal of establishing a specific standards
to the care of chi l- dren that was supported by
for what woul-d
be called; the 'chi1d code'
The reform movement reached Minnesota in approxj-mately
1911 . With the endorsement of the State Board of Cont.rol ,
the Minnesota State Conference of Charities and Correction
sponsored a bill in 191-1 fegisl-ating the appointment of an
investigating commission on laws rel-ating to children. The
bill was defeated, and in response, Governor Burnquist
appolnt.ed a voluntary commission known as the Child Wel- f are
Commissj-on, who without legislative sanctionr were asked to
revise and codify fhe laws of the sLate relating to
children (Ma, 1949) . The child welfare commission
consisted of twelve memhers who were to make
recommendat ions to the legisl-at.ure at their I9l7 session.
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The Commission reiterated the fundamental- idea that the
"State is the ultimate guardian of all chil-dren who need
what they cannot provide for themselves and what natural or
Iegal guardians are not providing" . While the state had
the authority to
scattered among many
accepted this responsibility long dgo,
exercise such responsibility had been
agencies . Therefore, the commission recommended a central-
auLhority to look after the special interests of children
in the state. In an attempt. Lo limit the number of
official boards in Minnesota, a recommendation was made
that. child welfare work be centralized in the Board of
control which would 1n turn establish the Minnesota
Children' s Bureau.
The MinnesoLa legislation of L977 for the first time
gave recogni t ion to the princ ipl e der j-ved f rom the Engl i sh
Common Law, namely, that the state i s ul_ t imately
responslbl-e f or the wel f are of al I children within its
borders, and that it wiII, when necessary, intervene to
protect them from dependency, neglect, abuse, or other
conditions that threatened children's health. Efforts to
put this principle into practice included the development
of legal staLutes centered on the responsihi1ity for the
administration of all child welfare laws, except those of
education, recreation , health and industry in the State
Board of Control . Furthermore, to implement a system of
better services for children throughout the state, the faw
aut.hori zed the organi zat ion of county wel f are boards upon
1-e4e)the recommendation of the local county official (Ma,
The State Boa rd of Control
The Minnesota State Board of Control acted as the
administrative agency for public welfare. fts duties to
children were of a three-fold character: a) activitj-es of a
general nature, b) guardianship of those committed to the
Board by the juvenile court.s, and c) specific duties with
regard to particular classes of children and instiLuLions
f or their care . The Board of Control-' s specif 1c dut ies
incl-uded t,he management of all the state institutions for
dependent, defective, and delinquent children and the care
and supervision of the feebleminded and the blind outside
of instltutions, both adults and chil-dren. In addition,
t.he Board of Control was required to license
maternity hospital-s and private organi zations
chil-dren for board and care or placing them
homes (Ma, L949) .
The Mi nne sot a Chi- l- dren ' s Bureau
The Children's Bureau was organized as
and supervj- se
re ce iving
in private
a divi s ion of
the State Board of Control-. Its responsibilities includ.ed.
admlnistrative details covering all the duties of Ehe State
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Board in respect. Lo children except those regarding care in
the state instit.utlons. The Bureau started functioning
January t, 1918 with two departments. One department was
to overseer adoptions and placements of children, ds weJl
as responsihilities in the area of investigation of persons
committed to the State Board as feebl-eminded, adults and
children. The second department took charge of the
unmarried mothers and their children, and the licensing and
supervision of maternity hospitals, infant homes and
chil-dren's agencies.
As the Children's Bureau grew, the staff had to he
expanded. In May of 1920, a plan that established county
supervision by districts was submitted to the State Board
of Control-. Each district, was Lo have a f ield
representative and a field supervisor to plan their work,
advise them on dif f icult cases, and consul-t with the county
boards. The establishment of a fleld representative and
case supervisor marked a change in policy and
administration,
tt Heretofore the emphasis had been entirely lega1,
but the appointment of these representative and an
experienced case supervisor marked the beginnlng of
applying the social case work method to the problems
encountered in the counties" (Ma, 1,949, p.78 ).
Countlr Chil-d Wel f are Boards
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The guiding princ ipl e of t.he Minnesota p1an, ds set up
by the legisl"ation of L9L'7 , was the central-izat ion of
responsibility in the State Board of Control and
decentral i zat ion of admini strat ion through the Count,y Chi 1d
Welfare Board. The 1aw provided that upon the request of
the County Board, the State Board of Control coul-d appoint
a Child Welfare Board in each county. Therefore, the Child
WeI f are Boards were vo1untary with l-ocal- authority. The
stat,utes of L91-'7 made enforcement of laws for protection of
children mandatory only on the State Board of Control; it
did noL make it mandatory for the county to function as the
agent. of the state. This was a major defect in the faw
whi ch was not corrected unt i I Lwenty years l- ater when
county welfare boards were organized to take charge of a1l-
puhlic we1fare programs in all the counties. The 1aw did
not set any personnel- standard nor provide other means of
st imu1at ing the board to empl oy trained workers in the
count ies .
In theory Lhe ch1ld welfare board was a policy making
hody, directing the community and deal-ing with fundamental
improvements 1n community I if e . In pract.ice however, most
hoard members undertook to do direct work with cases (Ma,
Le4e).
Debate: Minnesota staLe conference of social work
The proceedings from the annual Minnesota State
Conference of Social Work reveal that social workers were
concerned about a variety of issues that pertained to
children in the state; however, two topics of discussion
stand out that relate to my research. The first topic of
discussion was the rol-e of the State Board of Control
through the collaboration of the Chil-dren's Bureau with Ehe
county child wel-fare boards throughout the state. The
second issue on the minds of social workers as expressed
through the conference proceedings was exactly how private
and public agencies would work together.
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The Child Welfare Commissions Report of L9t7 outlined
the function of the state as the ult.imate guardian of
handicapped children; however no state agency in Minnesota
at that time had responsibility for children who were in
need of state intervention, hut not handicapped. Children
not. covered in this legisl-ation included dependent and
neglected children. The work of protecting children in
situatj-ons of abuse and neglect was left. to prlvate persons
general dutiesand agencies. The
around inspecting child-helping organi zaLions and
Board of Control did have
instit.utions; however they were vague and in-ef f ective (Ma,
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7949) . Moreover, if a child was noL in an institution,
publ ic or private, the Board of Control- had no dut ies . In
an effort to central LZe the state' s auLhority and duty, the
esLablishment of county welfare boards from which the state
board could operate was put into place (Hodson, l-92L) .
Hodson (1921), states,
\\ The coordination of local- agencies with a cenLra1
one is expected to be an educat.ive force of great
value in developing right ideals and methods of work
for children throughout the state, besides affording
opportunity and responsibitity for initiative now
nowhere found" (p.156) .
The recommendations of the Commission in these matters were
enacted into law by the legisl-ature in LgL7.
The discussion at the Minnesota State Conference of
Social Work in 1927 related to public agerrcies' roles among
themselves, specifically, the Chifdren' s Bureau
relat ionship to the county boards . Wl 1 I iam Hodson ( 1 92 1 )
was the Director of t.he Children's Bureau, and spoke at the
conference about the county boards' ohligation to children
and the community,
\\ Education of the people of your community as to
the meaning and purpose of our chil-dren' s l-aws
and the proper way to administer them is yourj ob...Why shoul-d not the Child Welf are Board become
a clearing house for the child problems of the
county by having al l cases j-nvolving chi ldren
reported to t.he Board, by keeping records of
them, Teferring cases..or dealing with them
direcLly" (p . 169 )
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Chi Id Countv Wel- f are Boards
Mrs . Moynihan ( 1 92 1 ) of Stearns County Child WeI fare
Board spoke aL the conference on how county child welfare
boards could work together and be of more service t.o each
other. She stated, rl Before Child Welfare Boards can
properly cooperate with agencies outside the county they
shoul-d be able to work in harmony with those within. . "
(p 
. 157 ) Mrs . Moynihan ( rgZ r ) followed by instructing
boards to move slowly and act as a unit. to j-nvestigate the
causes of neglect., delinquency and dependency.
Social problems brought before the child welfare
boards in the state were numerous. In an open discussion
of various chi 1d wel- f are board representat ives ( 192 0 ) the
following issues seen as pressing were; legitimate
recreation/ unmarried mothers, and the occurrence of a
children who presented muItip1e issues including
dependency, neglect and disease.
Through this discussion and many others simil-ar Lo it
in the Minnesota Conference Proceedings from L920*I930, the
roles and responslbilities among state and county boards
U1t imat e Iywere c l- ari f ied through
however, it would have
informative debates.
taken legislative and government
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regulations to formally clarify roles and responsihilities
re1ated to state and count.y boards .
Publ-ic aqencies relati on with private aqencies
The relationship between public and private agencies
is addressed in the law of 7917. It should be noted that
public agency cooperation with private child helping and
child placing agencies is enj oined by l-aw.
11 It shal1 be the duLy of the board to promote
the enforcement of all laws for the prot.ection of
defective, illegitimate, dependent, neglected,
and delinquent chil-dren, to cooperate to this end
with j uvenile courts and al-l- reput.able ch1ld
helping and child placing agencies of a public or
private character, and to take the initiative in
al l matters invol-ving the interest s of such
chil-dren where adequate provision therefor has
not already been made..." (Ma , 7949 , p. 6)
Carstens (L924) discussed what he beIieves should have
been the communities' responsibility to aIl ch11dren,
including chil-dren on the 'border-Iine' of dysfunction,
\1 The first concern of a city in dealing wit.h it,s
chi l dren' s probl ems i s to provj-de protect ion, shel ter,
and sustenance to those who are in di st.ress . There
is, however, no more striking fact in social work than
that a communi-ty's interest is moving from the care of
children who have already hecome dependent and
del-inquent to the protection and care of all children,
so that i t may f ind t hose who are on the border - l- ine
and give them the right sort of help at an early d*y,
and al- so prevent the development of such conditi-ons as
will later cause trudge and expense if not forestalled(Carstens, L924, p.1) .
5Z
Carstens ' s ideas crystal l- i zed t,he debate of the goal of
intervention - should those in chiId welfare work
proactively or reactively in a criminal justice model in
addressing the needs of chil-dren in the community?
Summary
This literature review presented developments within
the chi Id wel- f are movement, through a presentat ion of ma j or
literaLure rel-ated to the Progressive Movement.
Additionally, analysis of professional debate and landmark
political- developments in child protection was presented.
Competing strategies in child protection emerged during the
early twenLiet.h cent,ury: the long- standing social control
or 1ega1 approach and a new preventative casework straLegy.
These opposing strategj-es, operating within national and
Iocal- child welf are environments, af f ected the child
protective practice throughout the Unlted StaLes.
A significant amount of information related to the
historical tension between the child saving and family
centered approaches is unknown. This study wilI help to
fill in the missing pj-eces of knowledge related in this
area of chi Id wel f are hist.ory.
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Me thodo 1 ogy
Historical- Research
Historical research deals with the meaning of events in
history ( Leedy, 1993 ) . The methodology in historical-
research provides a rational expl-anat ion f or t,he cause of
events based on the primary data and an obj ective
explanation of the effect of events on individuals,
organizaLions or society ( Leedy, 1993) . This study utilizes
historical research methodology.
The researcher has a responsibiliLy
process to provide rational and obj ective
in the research
data. Ruhin and Babbie ( 1993 ) discuss the
explanations of
role of the
researcher in historical research methodology and the
fluidity of the historical method as a process that has no
prescrihed steps to follow in the process of analyzing data.
Instead, the researcher acts as a tool in historical-
research, immersing oneself in the data and analyzlng what
develops from the investigation in the most subj ective
manner possihle.
Rubin and Babbie (1993) have interpreted Max Weber's
use of the German t.erm vers tehen underst,anding- in regards
to t.he process that. the researcher must go through in order
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to carry out the analyzing of data. The use of the term
verstehen is used to speak t.o the experience of t.he
researcher who "musL take orr, mentaIly, the circumstances,
views and feelings of those being studied to interpret their
actions appropriatefy" ( p.427) . In a dialectical manner, I
have attempted to atLain a subj ective understanding of
historic events as they occurred, and at the same time, in
an effort to place the experiences wlthin a larger framework
of time and space, I have followed a process in which I have
immersed myself in the data and then stepped away to seek
some measure of obj ectivity in order to see how this data
fits within the whole.
This study seeks not only an explanat ion of event,s, but
is concerned with tracing the origin, development, and
influence of ideas and concepts on social policy and
practice. Leedy (1993) describes this form of historical
research as conceptual historical- research. Conceptual
hi storical- research i s based on the premi se that ideas and
concept, s have
impact upon
Thi s
communities' response
origins, growth and development and have
civilization.
research compares the national- and local
a
abused and negl ect.ed
the practice of the
to the prevention and protection of
children and compares the response to
Children's Protectj-ve Society of
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Hennepin County from L92O - 1 93 0 . Furthermore , thi s research
traces the origin of the child wel-fare movement in
Minneapolis through 1930 through analysis of three tiers of
data: a) general hist.orical context, h) child wel-fare
naLionally, c) child wel-f are locally.
Rubin and Babbie (1993 ) discuss the import.ance of
util:-zing several sources to ensure corroboration.
Corroboration helps to protect the research from blas in
primary and secondary data sources . Three t iers of dat.a are
analyzed as a means of triangulation; these are: a)
historical analysis of the time period 1890-1930 as it
relates Lo child welfare, b) sources that trace the
development of the chi Id wel- f are movement nat, ional ly, and c )
sources that correspond to the evolut ion of chi Id wel- f are
services in the State of Minnesota and Hennepin County.
Rubin and Babbie (1993) describe primary sources as
those that provide first hand account.s by someone present at
the event ; these incl-ude but are not I imited to : dairies
Ietters, organizational by- l-aws, minutes of meetings, and
the oral1y reported memory of an eyewitness. Secondary
sources describe past. phenomena based on primary sources.
The primary sources included in this analysis are: a)
archival case records f rom t.he Children' s Protective Society
1920-1930, h) an evaLuation of The Children's Protective
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Society by C.C. Carsten, c) proceedings from the National
Conference of Social Workers as well- a proceedings from the
Minnesota Conference of Social Workers. Secondary data used
in this research include other related Iiterature about the
period.
Children' s Protective So cietv of Hennecin Countv
Data Source a Description
The primary data for this research came from an
archival collectlon of approximately 35,000 microfilmed case
records of individuals and families served by predecessors
of what is today Minneapolis Family and Children's Service.
In L91-'7, the Children's Protective Society was formed by a
merger of Minneapol is Humane Society and the Juveni1e
Prot ect ive League . The general col l- ect, ion of case records
cover a period from approximately l-890 to 1950 with the
heaviest concent,rat ion in the second and third decades of
the twenLieth century. The cases were filmed numerically,
resu1ting in a rough chronological order established by the
date of intake . However, occasional reorgani zat i-ons of the
numbering system, due to cancellation of inactive cases and
reassignment of the numbers, create exceptions to this ru1e.
order as a result ofThere are many gaps in the
cases being transferred to
case record, thus creating
other agencies along wit.h the
numeri caI
a gap in t.he sequence of cases.
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The records contain worker case notes, official documents,
newspaper cl ipp j*ngs , and correspondence . Within these
documents social workers were referred to as friendly
visitors, agents, and caseworkers .
Cases are organized around f amil j-es, of ten with
attention focused on a speciflc child. Each case includes a
face sheet summarizing basic demographic or social data
about the family; chronological- records dictaEed by case
with the client,workers summarizing each contact
conferences to discuss the case. and other agency actions
related to t,he case; and correspondence regarding the case.
Data Col]ection Procedure
The sample population for this analysis was selected
from a population field of approximately 10,000 cases. All
the cases within thi s populat ion were opened between 1,977
and L929.
A random sample of cases was sel-ected by generating a
uni-f orm distributi-on numbers between 151- 10999 . These
numlcers correspond to the case numbers assigned to each case
when they were transferred to microfilm. Twenty five case
numbers were sel-ected, of which 10 cases met the criteria in
which chil-d neglect, abuse, or mal-treatment was noted as the
presenting issue. Criteria for the sel-ection of the case
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f or the sample incl-uded issues of legibll ity of documents
and the inclusion of ful] case record on microfilm.
Conf identiality of suhj ects was prot,ected hy systematic
altering of the last name. In order to portray the ethnic
flavor of clients, names were used that reflected their
ethnic background.
Sampl e
A systemat.ic random sample of 25 cases was selected.
Extensive analyses were conducted in the 10 cases in which
child neglect or mal-treatment was noted.
Minnesot.a State Conferenc_e of Social- Workers
Source and Description
This primary source, originated prior to the formation
of The Minnesota State Board of Social Work in 1919. The
organi zaLlon was known as t he M j-nnesota State Board of
Correction and Charities was estahlished for the purpose of
giving,
\\ opportunity for the mutual- interchange of views
and experience by those who are actively engaged
in the work, especially county commissloners and
other citizens who work for the relief or
improvement of the poor" (Hennessey , 1995)
rn 194 5 the name of t.he organi zaLion changed to the
Minnesota Vrlel f are Conf erence , :ln 19 5 0 the name changed t.o
the Minnesota wel-fare Association, and in Lg'13 to the
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Minnesota Social Service Association as it remains to this
day.
From the organizat ion's inception the purpose and
f unct ion has remained the same . S imi l- ar to the Nat ional
Conference of Social Work, its purpose was to bring together
persons from the private and public sectors to share
experiences and concerns. Membership included members from
a variety of disciplines whose concerns ranged from
correction to charities (Hennessey, 1995)
The records document. the activities and interests of
t.he organizaLion for the 1890s through the 1980s.
Proceedings for most of the early conference are included.
Board, delegat,e assemhly, and execuLive committee minutes,
which include summaries of discussion as well as official
actions, are included in this collection.
Thi s research wi 1I f ocus on the annual- conf erences
proceedings which brought together people from many
dif f erent f acets of social servi-ces in Minnesota. The annual
conference proceedings reflect the association's unique
statewide concern wlth client needs across the full range of
soclal- services. There are no restriction on access to this
material- . The data f or thi s research are f ocused on the
annual conference proceedings between the years 19L9-L93O.
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Duri-ng thi s period the organi zaLion was named the Minnesota
St.at e Conf erence of Social Work .
National Conference of Social- Work
Source and Descri-,ot ion
A third primary source, The National Conference on
SociaI Work was known originally as the National Conference
on Charities and Corrections. Established in 1919 from the
NCCC, the NCSW had a long history of brlnging developing
issues in the f ield of social welf are int.o the nat ional
spotlight.
The NCSW had a plethora of experts in the field who
to the conference as well as served ascontrlbuted papers
its president s .
During the years on which this research is focused,
Owen Love j oy, known as \\ the children's statesman, " served
as the president. of the NCSW (p . 48'7 NCSW, 1919 ) .
During this period the NCSW developed the practice of
dealing with nine set topics each year. By 1-926 there were
twelve sections ref l-ect.ing maj or subj ects in the f ield. The
value of this collection is
which allows a topic to he
t.he cont inuity of the
followed over a period
The data for this research were collected from the
coverage
of time.
yearly
conference proceedings hetween the years 1919-1930.
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Carstens's Evaluati-on of Th-e Children' s Protectivq
Societv of Hennepi-n Countv.
Data Source and Description
C. C. Carstens' s involvement. in child welfare practice
extended into the evaluation of ch1ld welfare agencies
throughout. t he count ry . The Chi ldren' s Prot.ect ive Soc i ety
of Hennepin County was one of the agencj-es that he
evaluated. Carstens' s (1924) evaluation of the Children' s
Protective Society of Hennepin County serves as a primary
data source from which an understanding of the agency's
structure and personnel can be understood. This data is a
part of an evaluat, ive proces s and shoul-d be understood
within a context of t.he growth and development which
occurred withln the child welfare field in general and
speclally within child protective agencies throughout the
United States.
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Findrngs
Thus far, I have examined the development of the child
protect ive
analysis of
movement f rom nat ional and l-ocal leveIs . The
the literature suggests that a shift occurred in
the early 1900s related to the philosophy of how child
wel-fare advocates believed child protecLive work should be
conducted in the United States. Some advocated a shift away
from the old guard, the Humane Society, who advocated a
legal approach to child protective work. Ref ormers l-ed by
Carstens, dttempted to reform the old guard hy a new
approach, casework. In addition Lo the shift in child
protective work, Carstens and others were successful- in
helping to establ-ish l-aws for children that were more
speci f ic to abused and neglected chi l-dren. The development
of laws for children was enhanced by the progressive
movement's call for a pub11c role in child welfare. The
establishment of the Children's Bureau and county child
welfare boards assisted in the delivery of child prot.ective
services in Minnesota. What follows is an analysis of one
Iocal agency, The Children's Protective Soclety of Hennepin
County.
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The Children's Protective Society Of Hennepin County
C. C. Carstens' s involvement in child welfare practice
extended into the evaluation of child welfare agencies
throughout the country. Carstens founded the Child Welfare
League of America and worked to establish natlonal standards
in the field of child protection. The Children's Protective
Society of Hennepin County was one of the agencies that he
evaluated. Carsten' s (7924) evaluat ion of the Chil-dren' s
Protective Society of Hennepin County SETVES AS a primary
agency's
understood.
data source from which an understanding of the
structure and approach to child welfare can be
These data are a part, of an evaluative process and should be
understood within a context of the growLh and development
which occurred within the child welfare field in general and
specially within child protective agencies throughout the
United States.
Aqency Purpose
Carstens (L924) states that
Chil-dren's ProtecLive Society of
the purpose of the
Hennepin County was (CPS) ;
"to aid and protect children who are depend.ent,
neglected or in need of safe guarding in any way;
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to surpress and prevent conditions contributing to
dependency, neglect or delinquency of children and
to prosecute persons contributing therto; and to
promote the study of child problems and conditions
affecting the welfare of children" (p. 1) .
The mul- t ipurpose nature of thi s agency i s evident f rom thi s
quotation. In addition to the agency's mission to protect
and aid children, other agency goals are evldent. The
agency focused on three goals that addressed problems
rel-ated to abuse and neglect on a variety of practice l-evel:
a) one focus of the Society was "to suppress and prevent
conditions contributing to dependency-.." (p . 1) , b) secondly,
the agency's purpose of intervention included the
prosecut ion of persons who were invol-ved in the mistreatment
of children; c) the goal of early child proLective work
heing of value to effecting change on a macro level. This
is exemplified in the final sentence of the above quotati-on,
an area of att ent.ion of the Society was t'to promote t,he
study of child problems and condit.ions affecting the wel-fare
of chil-dren" ( p. 1) .
Carstens and child welfare advocates invol-ved in the
Children's Protective Society of Hennepin County recognized
the importance of further study in the area child protection
and other f orms of social- work wit.h famili-es. The
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evaluation serves as an example of the study of agencies
around the United States j-nvolved in child protective work.
Agency Structure
fntake Department
The Intake Department as described by Carstens (L924)
accepted applications from residents of Hennepin Count.y
the use ofonly. The screening procedure ent.ailed
"discretion in refuslng unsuitahle applicants" (p.3). The
intake worker's responsibility included referring out those
applicants who were found to be better served to other
agencies. Interestingly, these referrals were f ol1owed-up
by the worker, '*calling these Iagencies] on the telephone
and making the tie-up" (p.3) .
When applicants were found to be "suitable for
acceptance" (p. 3 ) , a complete interview was taken by the
intake worker. Enough information was obtained from
applicants to discern the main facts in the case. The
supervi sor
the agency.
then assigned the case to
Carstens (tgZ+) describes
the proper worker at
the intake worker' s
understanding of the interview process;
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It she feels that this procedure would interfere with
the work of the agent who is to take up the case work.
This theory seems to agree with that of most agents who
take applications 1n wel-l- established agencies', (p.3 -
4)
The intake worker was cognizant of the degree to which she
could probe into the cl1ent's history without interfering
with Ehe casework process that had the potential to develop
af ter her initial int,erview.
The Protection Deparlment
The Protection Department was responsible for all of
the society's investigations, whether they were cases of
neglect or dependence. cases that were accepted for
investigation were classi f ied under t.he f ol lowing headings :
neglect. , dependency, de1 inquency, non- support. , abandonment ,
assault and battery, drunkenness, carnal knowledge,
unmarried mothers.
The court work of the prot ection cases was hand1ed by
the agents appearing at,
Carsten (1924)
the Juvenile Court every Monday
discussed the uncommon pract.ice of
the Juvenil-e court in Minneapolis of choosing not to
mornrng.
directly handle neglect cdses:
were referred to the Children's
instead cases of neglect
Protect ive Society.
i s not, requi red hyCarstens (L924) notes that this practices
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Iaw. f n f act , the l-aw directed t.he probat, ion staf f who were
a part of Court t.o perform the work on cases of dependent.
and neglected children.
The practice of asking the Society to handle the
neglect and dependency cases was
increasing numbers of cases
created carry*over from year
due in part to the
were difficult to close and
to year.
"Neglect cases closed during 7923......518
Carried over t o 7924......1 9L" (p . 5 )
The quantity of neglect and dependent cases appears Lo have
become so large that no one agency could perform the work
sufflclently. As the following quote from Carsten (7924)
iIlustrat.es,
rr [from] the case work done in this
Department it is apparent how impossibly
large the numbers are. The result, is Lhat
not one worker can do the work he or she
knows ought. to be done and Lhese cases are
reopened again and again" (p. 5 ) .
A unj-que relationship between the Children's Protective
Society of Hennepin County and the Juvenile Court in
Minneapolis developed out of a need for the court to
t ransf er cases to t.he Society as a resuLt of t.he high
numbers of neglect cases which the court could not.
effectively address. The court also referred cases of
t hat
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neglect to the socieLy based on the understandlng that not
aI 1 neglect /-:CAC:UUUUU required court intervention.
The Chi.l rl P1 ac in cr Tlena lmenl-Y
Cases came to the placing department. through the
protective department. Children in need of emergency
placements were often not in "placeable condition" due to
itlness, uncleanliness, or some type of infestation. When
temporary emergency care was necessary. five shelters were
available. These included both hospital-s and temporary
private fosLer homes. Children that were placed in
temporary homes were given complete physical examinations.
Children in need of more permanent. placements were
placed in one of five placement. options. The number of
repl acement s of chi ldren f rom one pl acement t o anot.her
wlthin the Society was small-. At the time of t.his
eval-uation, Lhe Child Placing Department had a total of 377
children in care. Children were placed in: a) private
homes, b) Instit.utions, c) hospitals, d) free homes, e)
adoption homes. All
excellent level- of
of these placement options received an
care rat ing in Cars ten' s eval-uat ion .
comparisons were made to other agencies throughout, the
United States which performed simil-ar work, and Carsten
consistent.ly found the Children's Protectj-ve Society met or
exceeded. the current level- of pract ice . The one area of
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exception to the high performance level was found in the
area of l-ocating suitable homes f or children. f nsuf f icient
staffing and the investigatj-on process mandated by the St.ate
Board was found to be insufficient. Carsten notes that any
success in locating quality foster homes was due primarily
to the home finder's excellent judgment.
Private homes
Carstens interviewed several foster families and
descrihed them as "thrifty middle-class people" in which the
men were in smal- I business or art i sans . Carstens (7924)
found these families to have an tt interest, in the children
and a real spiri t of servi ce... the f oster f at hers seemed as
interested as t.he mothers" ( p. B ) . Carstens (L?ZA) pointed
out Lhat the foster families had skil-Is in working with the
children who exhibited chal-lenging behavior and had an
"j-nterest in the families of the chirdren, evidently
rece iving
(Carsten,
famifies
cordially visiting parents or relaLives,,.
1924). The relationship between t.he foster
and the agency was descrlbed as "cordial and co-
operat j-ve " .
The average rate of board was $5.00 per week. When
children had special medical condit.ions such as gonorrhea or
syphilis the rate couJd increase to as much as $10.00 per
week.
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Close supervision of the boardlng homes was apart of
the placing worker's responsibility. Placing workers would
often visit bahies once per month; this visit might include
the agent assistance in clinic vislts. Older children were
seen hy agents approximately once in three weeks.
Free Homes
There were a small number of homes in which foster
parents accepted the responsibility of caring for a child
without payment. Foster parents in this type of placement
formed attachments to the children and when parents failed
to make payments, they continued to care for the child. This
placement arrangement was more common for younger children.
Older children were expected to provided services in return
for room and board and were referred to the Big Brother or
the Department or the Citizen's Aid Society.
Adoption Homes
Ad.opt.ion was considered for children whose parents: ,. a)
were unable to support Lhem, b) were considered unsuitable
Lo care f or them, and c) abandoned their chil-dren. Children
remained in adoptive homes for six months before the
adopt,ion petit.ion was f iled in court. carstens (Lgz4)
comment.s on the risks that adoptive families take when
adopting chil-dren who have 1ittle known history,
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\\ Often very little is known regarding paternit.y, and
in many cases the adopting parents are taking great
risks. They are given a frank statement of the child's
history . It is a quest ion whether the chil-dren placed
are always suitable from the standpoint of heredity.
The children themselves are always in good physical
condit ion and appear to be of norma1 mental i Ly" (p . 10 ) .
Institutions
Institutions were sought for the placement of chil-dren
who were in need of long term care. They were: a) Augustana
Mission, b) Catholic Orphanages of Minneapolis and St.. Paul,
c) Minneapolis Home for Children and Aged Woman, d)
Sheltering Arms , e ) Washburn Memoria1 Orphan Asylum. No
board was paid to these inst i tut ions and of ten t i,mes the
chlldren were discharged to the institution and the
Protection Department intervened when services were needed.
The Bio Brother Department
Carstens' (1924) description of the Big Brother
Department outlined a description of two distinct parts the
programs f ocus . First , CarsL ens ( 192 4 ) describes the "real-
Big Brother work" which entaj-l-s matching up hoys wlth adult
men to guide and mentor them into adulthood. The second
part of the Big Brother work includes "placing the boys on
farms" . The Big Brother program as a whole worked
exclusively with boys. During the year 7923 the Big Brother
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Department worked with 54I boys bet.ween t.he ages of 12 and
18. Of these 548 boys, 73 were said to have come from
"broken homes" .
Psvcholoqical- Work/Case Wolrk
The Child Guidance Clinic for training and servj-ces to
chi l-dren was ut i l- i zed by the Soc i ety . Carstens (7924)
commented on the val-ue of the society util i zing the cl inic,
* We feel that the careful study given will be
illuminating, resulting in more intensive and
understanding treatment of the individual- child and in
hetter case work generally."
Casework was the method by which the Society approached 1t s
work with famil-ies. Carsten (7924) comments on the
Society's procedure around investigatj-on and t.aking case
histories and the Child Guidance Clinic's use of this work.
In effect, the Clinic was duplicating service in the
investigation and case history. Carsten suggested in the
eval-uatj-on that the worker from the Society make the
investigat.ion and write it up according to an outline
furnished by the Clinic, stati.g, * this will strengthen the
case work and avoid the possibility of confusing the child
hy introducing new people into the home situation...,, (p.13 ) -
The Staff
The Protection Department consisted of a supervisor and
consisted of anine agents. The Child placing Department
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supervisor and a staff of six, three of whom were friendly
visitors, and one nurse. The Big Brother Department
included a supervisor and an asslstant (Carsten, L924) .
The educat ional backgrounds of the st.af f were varied .
Nine of the staff members had university degrees, three had
taken part time courses in universities, seven had training
in schools of social work or special courses 1n the social
service field
experience and
of workers had
Sal-aries
salaries were
such as teacher's col1ege. Although the
training
at least
were low
$1s00.00
#2,400.00 yearly. Such
reason for the high turnover rat,e, as one agenL per month
was lost I (Carsten, L924)
The Society's Work
Clients of the Children's Protective Society were
presented for services through a variety of ways. The
manner in which families and chil-dren became known to the
Society included: a) self reports made by a family member,
(most of ten the mot.her) , b) community members reports of
neglect or abuse of a child by a famlIy member, and c)
of the staff varied, the majority
some social work training.
as compared to other states . Agent s
a year and supervisors were paid
low sal-aries was seen as being one
professional reports made by a teacher or other family
wel fare agency.
Data analysls of this sample found: 50% of Ehe cases in
which self report s were made to the Society , ZOeo of the
cases were reported by a community member, and 303 of the
cases were report.ed by teacher or other prof essional .
Agent s of the Society woul-d t.hen begin their investigative
intake worker had turned Ehe caseprocess after the agency's
over to the supervisor for assignment of the case to an
agent .
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in what
Sel f
their
time in order
CASE
The reports made by family members varied
services they were requesting from the Society.
reports included request from parents to board
chll-dren with the Society for short periods of
to meet. employment and financial needs. In one
(#+045) , Mrs. Mickalaou, pregnant at the Lime,
the Society through an
Society take her chiId,
approached
anonymous letter requesting that the
because she and her husband were in
debt. The agent entry dated 5-10-Zl is as foll_ows:
**... She said that they had some hard l-uck and
that she was af raid she woul- d noL be abl e to
keep her baby. She said, however, she had
been under Dr. Taft' s care and that he was
planning to have her go to Fairview Hospital.
She seemed to think however that they were
running up so many bills that she would have
to get to work. She kept speaking of giving
up the baby but at the same time said she
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would noL want to give it up if she could
help it. Agent said that there was no danger
of her having to give it up if she cared to
keep it as we could make arrangements for her
Ehat cosL a greaL deal l-ess" (#UFCS , #4 04 5 ) .
Other examples of the services requested by a family
member were evident in cases that invol-ved the non- support
of a parent, usually the husband. As previously discussed,
the court referred all cases of dependency and neglect to
the CPS due to the high vol-ume of such cases . Mrs . Jal-seth' s
(MFCS,# 5443) approached CPS asking for assistance after her
husband had not supported her and her child for
approximately one year. Mrs. Jalseth sent the following
letter asking for the advice of the CPS. The letter was as
fol 1 ows ;
\\ To whom it may concern; Wrlting to ask your
advice regarding a personal family matter.
My husband has not supported me since a year
ago last February. His reason he claims is
that he had to invest as much in order to
make ends meet. But this statement I have
found. to be untrue...f am unable to support
myself. .kindly advise by reLurn maif just
what steps to take in this matter..." (MFCS,
#a+43 ) .
The Children's Protective Society and the Court found these
cases to be well within the scope of their work and
lntervened accordingly.
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Concern for the safety of children was another reason
family members requested the services of the CPS. In one
case (MFCS, #4551), a mother approached the CPS concerned
that her t'mentally unbal-anced" husband would kidnap the
chil-dren af t,er a troubled separation f rom him.
When the Society received sel-f -reports that voluntarily
requested the agency's services, dfl opportunity for
prevention in families was created. Had the families not
received services of the Society, a crisis state within the
family had a likelihood of developing.
Families also came Lo the aLtention of the CPS through
reports made by community members, teachers, and other
social service professionals. These reports were
investigated by CPS agents who fol1owed the case unt.il it
was closed or ref erred . Mand.atory report ing l-aws were not
legislated until f if ty years l-ater. Yet, it is evident that
prior to mandatory reportlng l-aws, Frof essionals and
community members were aware of the need and responsibility
to report incidents of child maltreatment.
In one case (MFCS,#4297) a neighbor made a report Lo
the Societ.y informi.rg the agency that the stepmother who
lived next door was unkind to one of her step-daughters. An
investigation took place in response to this report. In
another case (MFCS , #6462) a request was made by the
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American Jewish Council- on behal f of young man who was soon
to be released from G1en Lake on charges of Grand Larceny
and was in need of a blg brother. Social- service agencies
referred cases to the Society when issues of neglect or
abuse arose. Referral to CPS by the Woman's Co-operative
Alliance, was made in one case when the agency made a report
to the Society stating that, a "gir1 was living in bad
surroundings, and that her mother is not a fit person to
care f or her" (UFCS , #4673 )
fssue presented to the Society
Several- themes emerged from the data sample that
crystallized t.he issues and problems that were presented t.o
the Society by community members, social service
prof essionals and f amil ies themse1ves . Four types of cases
were found in the data sample; they were: a)abuse and
neglect cases, b) families in economic crisis and in need of
placement for Eheir children, c) cases of non-support of
children and families, and d) delinquent adolescents.
Data analysis conducted on the sample found that. 30* of
the cases had the presenting issue of 'abuse or neglect' ,
20% of the cases involved famil-ies who were in economic
crisis, 3Olk of the cases involved cases of financial neglect
of a parent, and 202 percent of the 10 cases involved
del- inquency . One i ssue that arose in the data analys i s was
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the difference between how fhe case was understood by the
agent and the client's understanding. While most of the
cases had elements of a shared understanding between the
client and agent, there was one case in which the presented
' compl aint ' l- i sLed in the case record appeared to have some
l evel- of di sagreement with cl ient ' s percept, ion . The case
enL.ered the agency with the complalnt of incorrigibility',
yet the outstanding issue was that of physical abuse of the
child by her parent. Certainly, the dynamic of a clienL's
perceptlon not aligning with the Society's undersLanding of
the problem was more widespread than this analysis suggests.
Thls lack of motivational congruence is indicatj-ve of the
involuntary nature of some client/agency contacts.
Abuse and Neglect Cases
The Chi l-dren' s Prot.ect ive Society was present ed wit h
cases in which abuse and neglect was the target problem. fn
one such case ( tUf CS , #4297 ) the concern of the abuse of
Dorls and her sister Lucille came to the attention of the
Society. The agent visited the family in order to
investigat,e the situation, and the case records reflect the
following;
"called on the family, and the mother said that Dorris,
daughter of the f ather i s very incorrigibl e...Her own
mother was very immoral and the girl learned much more
than is good for her, and it is hard to control her
now...the f ather has puni shed her of f and on , and has
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they never
the girl
taken quiet a bit out of her...She states that
neglect their children. The father dld whip
but the neighbor woman always interfered and
sympathizes with her..." (MFCS , #4297) .
This case remalned open for approximately six years and was
re-opened on three occasions due to continued reports of the
abuse and negl ect of t.he two gi r1s by the parent s .
E (,nomr- r- r- Y isis ef fer-l-incr ahi I itrr j-o rr:rcnl
The Children's Protective Society handled cases in
which a famify's economic crisis creaLed an inability to
parent and provide economical ly f or the f ami Iy . The f ai l-ure
of parents to provide economically for their children was
considered neglect and was a part of the Society's
responsibility. As discussed previously, the Children's
Protect.ive Society provided this service in cooperation wlth
the courts because t.he volume of such cases created an
overl-oad f or the court s , and both agenc ies hoped that the
CPS intervention could solve the problem hefore court
intervention was necessary.
The following case (uFcs, #5}q'l), of the r'Johnsons,,
exemplifies the preventive work done by the society in Ehe
case of a father who approached t.he Societ.y after he
accepted a position as a salesman with a company. The father
was in need of board for his child until enough money could
be made f or the f amily to stabil-ize (tntpCS, #5047) . The
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Society boarded the child for a short period of time until
the f ather located a dif f erent j ob and coul-d care for his
child.
Families approached the Society with issues relating to
the f inancial support of chil-dren. The society, with the
full- cooperation of the Court, intervened in these cases
with the intention of addressing the issue hefore court
intervention was necessary.
Del inguent Adolescents
Cases invol-ving adolescents who were considered to be
del j-nquent were referred to the Children's Protective
Society of Hennepin County. It worth noting that the gender
of the ref erral- s was exclusively mal-e . Of ten these young men
were abandoned hy their fathers, or came from a homes with
absent or ineffectlve father figures . One such case (MFCS, #
6462) involved a young man named, Louis, who came from an
immigrant .Tewlsh f amiIy. Louis was charged and incarcerated
for stealing a toboggan and two dozen milk bottl-es. The
family history incl-uded a father who was "brutal " toward
character" and beinghim. He was described as having a "weak
"easily misIed" .
American.Tewish
A referral- was made to the
Counc j- I , a private agency who
Society by the
served Jewish
immigrant f ami l- 1es .
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In a simil-ar case, Elmer (ttlCf'C, #'1343), a habitual
truant was referred to the CPS by the visiting teacher from
his high school Since there was no father present and a
mother who worked fulI time, the Society was asked to
provide services for this young
Cases involving delinquent youth were presented to the
Society.
of fenders ,
In the data sample, the youth were l-ow 1evel
usually involving Lheft or truancy.
Tqqrreq nf necrlar.1- - Ir.Tnn-finanr-ial srrnnort
As discussed previously, the Society was responsibl-e
for aLtending to issues of dependency and neglect within
families. When a parent, usually a
providing financial support to his
the assistance of the Society.
One il-lustration of this type
father, was not
family, the fam1ly sought
of
the case of the'*Tenko"
problem presented to
family (MFCS , #693 0 .the Society is
The report. was made by the wife of one of Mr" Tenko's co-
workers, who reported to the Society that ...Mr. Tenko has
told him he is not going to put
winter for he is going to "puII
in any supplies
out" Ifrom the
for the
f ami lyl .
of familiesProblems related to the financial non-support
were not uncommon.
A second example of a case that exemplified this
form of financial neglect was a case involving a two year
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old girl named Lucille (MFCS,#5642). The first entry in the
case notes clarifies the arrangement that Lucille's father
had with his brother and sist.er-in-law who were to care for
the girl;
\\ Mrs. C cal-led at the office and said
that for the past two years she has been
taking care of Lucille, her brother in
Iaws baby. The agreement was that #f
Lucilte's father would pay for all milk,
cl-othes t i I I May l=t 192 0 when he was to
pay $4 per week for the care of the
child. A year ago June #f Lucifte's
father went to California and since that
time has never sent a cent for Luci]le"(napcs, #s 542) .
Cases of financial neglect were common and were within the
scope of the Societies work.
The Societv's Resnonse f-o C Iients and Clrent. Probleffis:
fntervent ions
The Chil-dren's Protective Soclety used a varj-ety of
interventions to respond to the problems with which they
were presented. These lntervent,ions ref l-ect a mixture of
legalistic methods and casework: a) casework in abuse and
neglecL cases/ h) boarding children in cases of economic
crisis in families, c) 1egaI
support of husbands or other
matchlng adolescents who were
interventlon in cases of non-
extended family members, and d)
delinquent with Big Brothers
or work on farms, known ds, 'farm work'
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Analysis of the data sample refl-ected the following
percentages rel-ated to the intervention strat.egy applied to
the case by agents of the Children's Protective Society of
Hennepin County. The utiLlzation of case work was found in
30% of the 10 cases, boarding as a response to client issues
was found in 202 of the cases from the sample, lega1
intervention were found in 30% of the cases, and the use of
blg hrothers was found in 202 of the cases.
Caq,Fr,rrrrr-k .aq .a rFq?-lrrnqF J-o alrrrqe enrt 11 Farl er,f
In families where reports of neglecL or abuse were
made, the agent would follow the case through until it was
re f erred to another agency or a saf e s j- t,uat ion f or the chi Id
was found. Agents within the Protection Department were
responsible for following these cases through until some
type of resolution was reached.
In the case of Margaret (MFCS , # 467 3) , a fifteen year
old child who was reported hy the Woman's Co-operative
Alliance to Soclety out of a concern for the girl's
cond j- t ions that were 'poor' and due to her
make-up". The Society's intervention was a
casework and Iegalistic strategy. The case
conversation with a police officer in which
the officer to work on the case with him.
agent was informed by the officer that the
"mother' s
l iving
moral
combination of
records note a
the agent asked
fn doing so, the
girl has stolen
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some rings some time ago. The agent was aware of the power
of the court Lo place children and was successful in having
a complaint for larceny established, dfl entry from the case
records highlights the crux of this legalistic form of
intervent ion;
"2 - 17 -20: Case came up in Juvenile Court
today and we expl ained to the Judge t.hat she
had returned mosL of t,he rings but that. t.he
conditions of the home were not. fit for the
girl to go back to and recommended that she
be committed to the County Home School for
girls which was done" . (MFCS, Case 4673) .
This case remained open for over a year with the agent
following Margaret's progress. The case was cl-osed based on
the f act t,hat Margaret was l iving permanently with her aunt
and turned the 'age of majority'
_Boar_d._inq as a intervention in famil-ies incapacitated by
f inances
The Society resporrded to families who were unable to
care for their children because of economic pressures by
placing children through their Child Placing DepartmenL.
in this research, the length of timeAmong the
reque s t ed
CASES
for placemenL was short , usLral ly less than a year
when the parents
Carsten' s (a924)
approached the
evaluation of
agency for relief. From
the agency, Iong term
placements in foster homes and on farms also occurred;
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however, the family circumstances were more 1ikeIy to be
severe. The Society's approach to int,ervention in cases
such as t,hese appears to have el-ements of prevention. This
assertion is supported by the fact that t.he cases had the
possibility of reaching a crisis state if left without the
boarding services provided by the Society.
Legalistic interventions j-n cases of financial non-support
The socieLy worked in cooperation with the,fuvenile
Courts in the handling of cases of the financial neglect of
a parenL to provide for their children occurred. The court
was unabl-e to handle the vol-ume of cases without the Society
working in cooperation with the court. Carstens's (tgZ+)
eval-uation of the Society's mode of intervention in cases of
f lnancial neglect is evident in the following quoLe: \\ It
has for years been the practice of the Juvenil-e Court in
Minneapolis not to handle any neglect cases, the Children's
Protective Society doing aII of this work" (p. 5) . The
cooperat ive rel-at ionship between the Society and the
Juvenile Courts gave the Society a fair amount of power in
these matter, considering that they were a private agency
who received no funding from the Community Fund.
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The case of Mrs . Jaleeth (MFCS, case #6443 ) in which
she approached the Society after a year of the financial
non-support of her and her baby by her husband, exemplifies
t.he socieLy's intervention in such matters. Af ter receiving
the letter from Mrs. Jal-eeth, the agent investigated the
case and wrote the followi-ng 1etter to Mr. Jaleeth;
r\ 
...We have become intere sted in the wel- f are
of your family and it has been reported to us
that you are not l iving with Mrs . .Taleeth and
that she has to depend on her parents for
subsistence. we wish that you would come to
the office some time so we might speak to
your ahout it and see what can be done. . "
The case was closed shortly after this letter was written.
The justification for closure was the fact that Mrs. Jaleeth
had not "complained any more. . so case may be closed" . This
entry referred to the fact that the Society and the agent in
the case had not heard f rom Mrs . Jal-eeth, and theref ore were
justified in closing the case.
ion for d lin n
Through the Big Brother Department, the Society
enlisted the assistance of men in the community to mentor
adolescent boys who were delinquent.. The Big Brother work
is described by Carstens (1924) with the following quote,
..Not only are indivldual- boys encouraged, helped in their
education and placed in work, buL there are by-products
impossible to est imate . . " (p . 15 )
\\
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In the two cases of delinquent boys, Elmer (MFCS,
#7343), and Louis (MFCS, #6452) found in the data, the Big
Brother Department matched the youth with a mentor each and
f ol- lowed the case through unt i I the work was done as in the
case of Louis, \1 Louis is doing very fine. Has now a bank
account.. Mother much pleased over it. Said Blg Brother
helped the boy get started. Nothing for Big Brother to do.
Case may be closed" (MFCS , #5452) .
Summarv
A range of issues related to families and chil-dren were
presented to the Societ,y. The agency served as a community
resource that addressed a variety of j-ssues pertaining to
chll-dren's welf are. The Society had an approach for each
problem that was presented. The intervent.ion strategies of
the Society were not uniform and appeared to be a mixture of
two vastly different approaches to child protection work.
As previously stated in the methodology chapter of this
research, conceptual historical research is based on the
premise that ideas and concepts have origlns, growth and
development and have impact. upon a civil_:-zation (Leedy,
1993) . This research identifies the origin of the early
protective movement which is enveloped 1n the history of the
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earl-y chi Id saving movemenL . The growth and development of
child protective work in the lJnited States has been analyzed
through the presentation and analysis of case records from
The Chi ldren' s Prot ect. ive Soclety of Hennepin Count.y and
professional- debate.
Findings from case records mirror the practice shlfts
in child protective work that was occurring on natj-onal
Ievel- s . Speci f ical ty, the growth and acceptance of
casework as a practice method in child protective work was
occurring and beginning Lo augment the previously used
social control- method used hy early child proLecLive
workers. This is evident in the data which portrays
casework approaches that respond to client needs in
productive ways, often times seen as efforts to maintain
famil-ies. SociaI control int.erventions were used in cases
in which the social workers sought compliance of client or
the client system as seen in cases of economic non-support.
This research suggests that the Children's Protective
Society of Hennepin County was caught in the t.ransition from
early social conLrol- methods to that of a casework approach
to child protect j-ve work.
Leedy's (1993) definition of conceptual- historical
research imparts a concern for how the development of
concepts impacts civilization. The children and families
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who were involved with the Children's protect.ive Society of
Hennepin county in the 1920's were effected by
approaches occurring within the agency, and on
l-evers. The mother who anonymousry approached
the shl fting
nat i ona I
the
asking that her child be adopted due to her 'hard
Society
luck',
benefited from a casework approach which addressed
constraints within her family and made it possible for Lhe
family to remain together. rt is possibre that had the
agency approached t.his family util_,,zing the older, social_
contro1 model, previously 1n vogue, the child may have been
institutionalized and t.he parents reproached for their poor
parent, ing .
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Discussion
The period from 1900-1920 was replete with significant
developments in child welfare in t.he United States. The
white House Conf erence of 1909, entitred t.he *,care of
Dependent Children", lald the groundwork for reform issues
rel-ated to children's welfare. The major development of the
white House Conference of 1909 can be summarized in the
following quote,
"Home life 1s the hlghest and finest, product of
civilization. It is the greatest mol-ding force of mind
of character. children should not be deprived of iL
except f or urgent and compel l lng reasons,, (p . 9 _ 1O )
The slgnal was clear: more attention and greater care for
children as welI as a philosophy that placed the hlghest
Iife. This philosophy made termination ofvalue upon family
parental rights more difficult.
Two questions began to surface that rel-ated" to children
in the community. First, what was the community, s role when
financial neglect, andissues such as poverty, abuse,
delinquency emerged in family llfe? Second, how were these
issues addressed by agenci-es in the community whose
responsibility was to intervene 1n families that. were in
need of assistance? The Hennepln county community, s response
will be presented, followed by the method by which agencies,
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including The Children's Protective Society of Hennepin
County responded to f amil- ies and children in need of
prot,ect ive services .
The Merqer of Private and Publie
On a naLional- l-evel the roles of publ ic and private
agencies were being redeveloped. Nationally, children's
protective work was divided between private children's
protectj-ve societies, the juvenile courts, and the county
wel f are board . In Hennepin County, chi l-d protect ive work
was shared between the Chi l-dren' s Protect j-ve Society,
j uveni Ie court s and county wel- f are board . As a resul t of
Iegislation in 191_7 in Minnesota, hoth the Juvenil-e Courts
and County Welfare Boards were by 1aw charged with the
responsibility of child protective work. In Carstens's
(L924) evaluation, he stated, "to a llmlted extent they are
now undertaking work with them tCfri- Idren' s Protect ive
Societiesl" ip.10) Carstens (L924) recommended that the
work be shared between the publ ic and private agenc j-es , ds
was the case in Minneapolis.
Legal approach to case work
From the data sampl e used in t,hi s research, i t appears
that the Children's Protective Societies relat.ionship with
the 
'Tuvenil-e court enabled t.he Society to employ what has
been described as "po1ice power" in their interventions in

cases of ahuse and neglect, dependency/ non- support . The
Children's Protective Society of Hennepin County employed a
legalistic approach to these types of cases. This
12
approach
relied
stated, \1
reflects a national trend of the time period which
As Carstens (7927 )upon legalistic interventions.
This protectj-ve work laid greaL
effective legislation and upon
emphasis on obtaining
Iaw enforcement generally by
their heing an arm of the police or by their pollce
methods . . " (p. 12B ) Earlier in the same decade, Carstens
(\924) in his evaluation of the Children's Protective
Society of Hennepin county, reflected t.he same dynamic of
the use of legalistic strategies in their approach to
inLervention, " We feel that the stress in the Protection
Department i s di st inct Iy laid upon the Court work..." (p . 18 ) .
The case sample in this research bore out the same
conclusion regarding the Society' s rel- iance upon pol ice
tactics in their interventions, specifically in cases of
abuse/neglect and cases of financial non-support.
Professional Conferences and Case records
The three t iers used in thi s research incl-ude : a )
National Conference of Social Work Proceedings, b) Minnesota
Social Workers Association Proceedings, and c) ten archival
case records from the Children's Protective Society of
Hennepin County. The professional conferences, both
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nationally and in Minnesota, reveal the progressive child
welfare movemenL's push for public responsibility in child
protective services including a casework approach urhile
remnanLs of legalistic coercive and clasist methods and
philosophies of the Humane Society's methods remained.
Practice in the Chil-dren's Protective Society of
Hennepin county in the 1920s mirrored severa1 aspects of the
schism thaL existed in the child protection movement on a
national level. Briefly r a struggle beLween the social
bases and. ideologles of the conservatism of the society's
founders - as evidence by the Humane Society in which
cruelty prevention efforts were nurtured by a classist zeal,
and the new progress ivi sm of t.he early twent ieth century, in
which case vrork and prevent ion were emphas i zed .
The mode of practj-ce enlisted by the more coercive
child protective movement as evidenced by The New York
Society, termed Gerry's model, emphasized institutlonal
placement over foster homes, termination of parental rights,
and an attempt Lo substitute chll-dren' s minority culture
with the ma j ority Angelo cul-ture . The Gerry model emphasi zed
a legalistic, pof ice Iike approach to intervent,ions in cases
of child abuse and neglect . Pract ice st rategies inc1uded
warnings to parents, arrest for non support., and
surveillance. When moral- suasion was ineffect1ve, "igrlorant
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antithesis of this conservative approach is the movement by
reformers invol-ved in the progressive movement..
The data from the Children's Protective Society of
and viscous people must be
the strong arm of the law"
Hennepin County has elements of both
as aspects of the progressive movement
compelled to do what is right by
(Costin , L992, p.179) . The
Gerry's model as well
t,he work of C. C
observed in the
and non-support
Gerry model of
Carstens . The legal ist ic
case records and utilized
expressed through
approach, as
in abuse/neglect
case refl-ect the ideological base of the
the Humane Society, who were in fact the
original predecessors to the Chil-dren's Protective Society.
A more preventative approach, as evidenced by the
progressives is also evidenced in the work of the Society of
Hennepin County. Specifically, in cases of juvenile
delinquency, cases of reported abuse and neglect, and the
work of boarding children in foster homes.
A possible rational-e for the divergent approaches found
in the analysis of the Society of Hennepln County centers
around 1900- 1_929 replete with developments in child
welfare: White House Conferences, state and local
responsibility, children's code designed to heef up
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Iegisl-ation in f avor of chil-dren, mother's pensions, child
development awareness .
It is my belief that the direction of the Society of
Hennepin Count.y synthesi zed the divergent approaches of the
two movements; Gerry model and Carstens' s progressive modef .
The dat.a reflect. that the Society did not have an identlty
that reflected a pure form of either movement.
Costin (1992) discusses the effect of a growing
rejection of the coercive approach to child protection.
Apparently t a sharp decline in the number of Societies that
addressed the problems of child abuse raised the question of
who should do protective work. As previously discussed in
chapter four, progressive reformers such as Carstens
advocated st.rongly f or a publ ic role in chi ld protect 1on .
The data presented on the Society of Hennepin County
suggesLs that the Society worked in cooperaLion wlth the
courts. The data does not reflect the roLe of the county
boards which began to have a role j-n chi Id protect ion in the
1920s.
Study Limitat-Lons and Strengths
The limitatj-ons of this study include difflcul-ties
associated with gathering qualitative data in the form of
case records, evaluations, speeches, and papers . These are
limltations common in the use of archival- data.
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Specifically, problems exist with reliability of sample and
misslng data in case fi]es, which makes case comparisons
difficult.
The strength of t.hi s research i s evidenced by Lhe
mul-tilevel nature of t.he analysis. rn ord.er to create a
cont.ext , data f rom a nat ional , 1ocal , and agency 1evel i s
presented and i-ncorporated in the analysis. The
comprehensive literat,ure revi-ew sets a boarder context for
the developing issues 1n child werfare fierd.
fmplication For SociaI Work
As questions continue to be asked and solutions offered
to a multitude of problems in t,he field of child wel_fare,
dehate wlthin the chlldthis research serves to inform the
welfare f1e]d on policy and practice. As this researcher
can attest to, many of the decisions made in child wel_fare
occur from systems outside the parameters of what is
commonly thought of as social work. Therefore, in an effort
to truly inform the many systems that impact the chird
protective system, f offer the following strategy in which
this research and others similar to it may be utilized t.o
improve the delivery of chird prot.ective services.
Based on ohservations made from my practice within
child welfare and this research, f observe that people act
withln their various roles in child welfare in ways that
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appear to be affected by high casefoads and very difficult
cases. One consequence of this very stressed work
environment is that people tend to have a reactive response
to very sensitive issues in child welfare. There are many
people involved in decisions that affect children once they
have entered Ehe child protective system. .Tudges are
invo1ved and rule on sensitive issues of a parents
j-nvol-vement in their child' s lif e. Guardian ad litems, are
involved in most child proLection cases and are mandated to
'act in the child' s hest int,erest ' Foster parent ='1 4
involved in child protection
conflicting ideas that fail
experiences. Social worker
cases and often times have
to appreciate
involvement is
the chil-d's past
confounded in a
milieu of full case loads and pressure Lo decide critical
issue quickly often do not fol-l-ow what is considered to be
'best practice'. I helieve that all these people are
valuab1e, and acting within their perceived role within the
child welf are f ield. However, I also bel-ieve that if for a
moment they stopped and listened to the story of the history
of the work that they are a part of, they may approach their
roles with a ful-ler picture. What I am of f erj-ng is a
speclflc training or course that relates to the development
of the child protection system and the chi1d we] f are
movement to which it is unquestionahly connected.
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As social workers, our work is rarely crystal clear.
On a practice 1eveI, as this research showed, often times
social workers utilize an eclectic base of knowledge and
skiIls in their work. Simil-ar to the social workers in
Children's Protective Society who operated within the
changing environment of their times, environments continue
to be in f lux and new trends are born. We as social- workers
can fearn from the experience of social workers who came
before us as to ways of coping with changing envj-ronments.
This research based in the 1920s offers a broader
understanding of what is occurring in the field of child
protection in the 1990s. One example is the value of
casework that was being used hy social workers in the 1920s.
Today, social workers tote its as "family based services"
and "family-centered services" as it is known in the field
of child protection. Another example from the research thaL
can inform current practice in the 1990s is the t*pofice"
orientation to child protective work that was used in the
1920s 1s still within the paradigm of strategies used today
and i s evident in the *tAdopt ion and Saf e Fami I ies Act of
L99J" These two approaches Lhat exist within the realm of
child protection work affect children and families in very
significanl ways. When a child has heen placed in the
custody of a county protection agency parents are placed on

a t'dual track" . A "dual- track" epitomi zes the dual
paradigms into practice realities. The county agency works
simul-taneously to re-unite the family and to move toward
termination of parental rights. This approach has a drastic
affects upon chiLdren and families invol-ved in the child
protective system as a resul-t of the divergent goals that
are apart of the "dual- track" approach.
Historically, oppression and lnstitutlonal racism was
apparent in the work of child protective societies. During
t.he massive emJ-gration to the United States from EasLern
Europe, child prot.ective services had
"Ameri cani- zation" of immigrant s . The
period in hi story was t,hat immigrant s
and values of the maj ority cu1Lure and
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a role 1n the
belief during this
musL adopt the customs
t-n Lurn dispose of
with them from
had power within
t.he customs and values that they brought
their country of origin. Social workers
immigrant famll-ies and often t,imes the perceptions and
val-ues of workers who held maj ority cul-ture va}ues led to
racism and inst,itut.ional oppression.
Finally, ds social workers and society prepare for the
next century, further policy shifts related to issues in
chil-d welfare wlll continue as they have the last hundred
years. Lessons can be extracted from responses of social
workers invoLved 1n cont.ent ious debate who were working to
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clarify society's response to needy children a hundred years
ago. We must continue to pay attention to the debates in
history so
those that
that we may l-earn new strategies and not repeat
failed.
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Appendix A
"An. organi zation with the above purposes has a great.
variety of services to render...but in general the work fallsinto nine classes: the protection of chirdren from: 1)
medical- neglect ; Z) physlcal neglecL where medical or sexquestions are not the most pressing; 3) the neglect of sex
standards; a) the neglect to protect chil-dren form otherimmoral inf luences, such as gambling, prof an]-ty, the use ofdrugs, or intemperance; 5) the neglect to provide adequate
support in marriage; 6) t,he neglect to support chil_dren born
out of wedlock ; 'l ) the neglect to provide necessary specia]
care f or mental or physical d,ef ectives; g ) cruelty ; 9)juvenile derj-nquency, or, the proLection of the juveniledel-inquent from contaminating associations,, (Carstens(1920. p.137-138).
t'The general purposes of private society orboard- whatever the agency which undertakesin child protection, the purposes of such aperhaps be best expressed as follows:
a puhl1c
t hi s work
body may
1. To prevent physical injury or cruel punishment,
removing a child whenever necessary and punishing
offenders when the best interests of alI concerned
demand it.
2. To prevent physicar negrect, in extreme cases
removing the chll-dren, and findlng better homesthrough suitable agencies.
3. To rescue children from immoral surroundings and
shleld them from immoral contaminati-on.
4. To protect wives and dependent children from non-
support and desert ion by the breadw j-nners , and toprevent abandonment hy either parent.
5. To secure suitable guardians for children who havebeen deprived of their natural guardians, or, who
shoul-d be removed from them in the interests of
humani ty .
6. To engage in an organized way to make the communityincreasingly sensitive to forms of abuse that exisL,but whose evil- results have not been appreciated.To unite with other social agencies in working out anyindividual case problem in child protection and. to enl-ist
co-operation in developing more effective action in this
work (Carstens, IgZO, 737-128) 
.
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